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 The leak featured Screenshots as well as the game itself, and was hosted on a website under the domain name
xuetaojun.c9.com, which is translated to . This was followed by another leaked build, which was discovered by a reddit user at .
The second build is the same as the leaked build, however, it featured Spanish, French, Italian and German text, and a Chinese

subsititute for all instances of English, including Chinese text. A third leaked build was discovered at . The leaked build was
discovered by a YouTuber who also uploaded a video of the leak. Another leak occurred on December 23, 2013, which was

discovered at . Unlike the previous leak, this build featured all languages of the original game, however, it was not completely
translated and it had a few errors. The Russian and Polish versions were announced on the Kickstarter page. On December 30,

2013, the first official English version build of . was discovered by a user named "jmman2", who discovered a video titled
"Starbound" that was uploaded on December 27, 2013. The video featured the video game with English subtitles. A playable
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build of the game was also uploaded to the Internet Archive a few days after the leak, under the project name "". In an interview
with Eurogamer, the development team stated that they are considering making  into a franchise. A potential name for the

franchise was "". Due to this naming convention, all future releases of the franchise would be named . On January 15, 2014, a
playable build of . was leaked. The build leaked onto YouTube, and was then discovered on the Internet Archive. It featured

audio in English, French, German and Italian. However, it did not feature text, only background noise. On January 20, 2014, a
new leak was discovered. The leak was discovered at . It featured English, French, German and Japanese text. The leaks stopped

after a few days, when . was finally released. A playable . build was discovered on March 6, 2014, on the website Gamefreak.
The build was found on YouTube, with English text. The leak ended when . was finally released, on March 20, 2014. On March
18, 2014, a playable build of . was discovered. The build featured the main game in English, French, German and Italian. The

leak was found at , and it ended when . was released on March 82157476af
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